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Abstract - This study aims to implement and evaluate social 
media technology in supporting the process of marketing and 
educational museum for museum visitors. Problems encountered 
are the lack of publication of the existence of the museum to the 
public and the lack of awareness of the use of information 
technology to support marketing activities due to lack of 
knowledge of the importance of the internet in marketing 
technology. This research used the case study method and 
questionnaires to obtain feedback on the implementation of e­
marketing edutainment at the Museum of Bank Mandiri. For 
data collection, the researcher will use the interview with the 
manager of the museum, observation, and questionnaires to 
obtain feedback on the application of e - marketing edutainment. 
The expected outcome of this study is the management of can 
feel the benefits of the application of social media at to 
communicate history, collections and museum activities. 
Keywords - evaluation, user satisfaction, edutainment e­
marketing. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Initially the museum was founded to manage the private 
collection owned by the nobles or group of scientists with the 
aim to raise the profile of its owner. The collection was 
originally collected with the uniqueness or rarity, therefore 
this museum was founded to preserve the existing collection. 
In line with the times, the functions of museum become more 
modern where the needs of the community would appear that 
cultural identity in the era of modern museum collections are 
managing cultural heritage which is then communicated to the 
public. [6] Based on data from visitors of museum in Indonesia, 
which is recorded by the National Development Planning 
Agency in 2006 to 2008, the number of visitors from year to 
year has decreased. [5] There are several studies on the causes 
of public that is less interested in visiting the museum, while 
the cause is a negative perspective of society to museums, 
museum managers do not understand the needs and desires of 
visitors, museum visitors who felt the museum as a place that 
is not comfortable, seductive and relaxed. Although 
statistically the number of visitors at museum in national level 
has decreased, but some museums has increased the number of 
visitors. The cause of increasing number of visitors in museum 
is that the museum realizes the importance of giving attention 
to the needs of visitors. [12] Educational strategies that can be 
applied is a strategy that applying active learning in engaging 
visitors and their knowledge and ex�erience they have and are 
presented in a format edutainment. [ 1][12] 
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Urgency of this study is necessary implementation of 
edutainment e-marketing models that have been developed to 
help managers museum independent banks to communicate 
events, collections and history to the public. It is also 
necessary to get feedback on the application of e-marketing 
edutainment models to look at the quality of the development 
of such solutions. 
The purposes of this research are the application of a 
model of e-marketing edutainment at the Museum of Bank 
Mandiri and evaluate the satisfaction level of users on the 
application of e-marketing edutainment models. The benefits 
of this research is that the proposed solution can increase user 
satisfaction towards the implementation of edutainment model 
of e-marketing and museum managers can use the solution 
that has been applied. 
II. LITERATURE REVIEW 
With the development of Internet technology, marketing 
framework needs to be redesigned and supported by electronic 
technology to create innovative marketing model. [I] [2] [3] e­
Marketing plan should be linked with the company's plans to 
support the marketing activities. [I] E-marketing plan in an 
organization should be integrated with the business function 
strategy to inform specific market plan for a product or a 
different geographic markets. This framework also integrates 
with the e-business strategy and information systems strategy 
to meet the traditional marketing practices in developing, 
communicating and delivering information to customers. 
However, many managers of the museum are still not fully 
aware of the benefits and opportunities of e-marketing. Today, 
the main concern experienced by manager of the museum is 
the challenge of financial side and understanding of 
technology. Marketing strategies that have been developed to 
have a function assessment of current and future vision of an 
organization that provides business efficiency and improve 
business performance to maintain competitiveness. This 
requires appropriate resources of e-marketing as a means, 
human resources, mechanisms, and technology to learn and 
improve their knowledge and understanding of e-marketing 
strategy as a way to complete rediscovery process of an 
organization's business models. 
Consumer-focused marketing affect the Company, so they can 
gather and learn information about consumers. [10]. At this 
stage the company can use the help of technology to obtain, 
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organize, analyze, and use information about customers that 
the company will better understand and know the customers to 
find out what the customer needs. 
The advantage of using Social Media in marketing is cost 
efficiency, broad visibility, narrow visibility, market pulse, 
increase trust, and self made community. [9] The advantages of 
using blogs as a marketing strategy are provision of 
information, express with the "human voice", increase 
credibility, support marketing campaigns, improve services to 
consumers, opportunity to obtain new audience, and improve 
internal communication. [9] Therefore, the concept of the 
solutions developed to incorporate the use of social media and 
blogs to support the dissemination of information to general 
public. 
The final stage involves the results of the evaluation of the 
overall internet marketing program that consists of a balanced 
focus either with the customer or with the financial matrix. [10] 
III. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
A. Research Design 
Application of social media in the museum is to support 
marketing activities and learning so as to improve visitor 
satisfaction. Museums abroad have implemented social media 
to support marketing activities and learning, the use of 
web sites and social media to communicate the collection, 
events, and the latest news to the public to raise public 
awareness of the existence of the museum as a place to learn 
history. [4] [7] One of the museum's strategies to attract people 
to visit the museum is implementing a strategy where the 
manager of the museum design edutainment interesting 
activities to communicate the collection owned by the 
community. [6] [II]. 
B. Object and Context Research 
This paper use the case study method, as a research method, 
that is appropriate for the application of edutainment e­
marketing to improve competitiveness and customer 
satisfaction and gain feedback on the model of e-marketing 
edutainment. 
C. Population and Sample Research 
Researchers chose the as the object of a case study. The 
museum was selected as the study sample because researchers 
have applied the concept of edutainment and became the 
center of a tourist destination for the old city area. To get 
feedback, the researchers chose visitor of with minimal level 
of education is undergoing a college undergraduate. 
D. Data Collection Methods 
Researchers will use multiple data collection techniques such 
as interviews with the managers of the museum which was 
recorded on a voice recorder, observations, and questionnaires 
to obtain feedback on the application of e-marketing 
edutainment models. 
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E. Methods and Data Analysis Tools 
Researchers will use a case study for the application of e­
marketing edutainment at and descriptive analysis in the 
present feedback on the application of e-marketing 
edutainment. 
IV. RESULT AND DISCUSSION 
In implementing the model edutainment e-marketing at , 
researchers divided into two aspects to measure user 
satisfaction solutions. The second aspect is the functional and 
aesthetic. It emphasizes the functional aspect to the 
organization of information, groups of pages, and effective 
navigation on each page. 
The user interface of website are breakdown into three 
parts: header, body, sidebar, and footer. Section headers are 
useful as the main menu navigation part of the body to the 
intended page. The main menu found on the website of of 
Admin Bar in which there is a sub menu Login, Register, and 
Search; Home (logo Bank Mandiri Museum as a link to the 
home), Visit MBM, Collection, Events in which there is a sub 
menu Featured Events; Education, Articles, Testimonials, 
About the museum in which there are sub menus Contact Us, 
Partner (Agencies, Community, Schools), History of Bank 
Mandiri, Sketch Museum (Basement, Ground Floor, Level 
One, Level Two), Historical Building (Building Upgrades ), 
and the Book 
Sidebar section is provided for accessing the navigation 
newsletters, social media, events, and activities of the 
members. The menus are available in the sidebar which is the 
Newsletter Registration, Login Form (which will turn into a 
profile if the user has logged in), Social Media Connect, 
Facebook Like Box, Twitter Like Box, Member newest / most 
active / popular, calendar of events Bank Mandiri Museum. 
Footer navigation section is provided to inform members who 
are online, follow social media , and testimonials. 
As the user entered into a web page, this function allows 
the user can easily go back to the previous page easily. The 
website of is bread crumb feature, which serves as a track by 
the time the user exploring the content of the website. In 
addition to the menu that serves to navigate the user to the 
desired page, there is search menu on the website of so users 
can easily find the information needed. This search feature 
covers the entire content of the website 
Aesthetics emphasize on the beauty of color combinations, 
graphics, text, and other visuals. Selection of the dominant 
colors is white, blue, and orange. The header using blue and 
yellow menu bar which using customized with the 
characteristic of and adapted from the website of . White 
background with the black text is the standard color so that 
users do not get tired of reading the existing text. Resolution of 
the website is using responsive designed which will adjust 
automatically with the screen resolution of the user's browser. 
With a responsive screen resolution, the user will not face the 
hassle while moving the scroll to the right and to the left, 
whatever his or her browser. Both images and videos in the 
website will also be adjusted if the access is through mobile. 
Moreover, the resolution will be reduced so that the page is not 
cluttered and speed up the loading time of web pages. 
Evaluation of website is using a questionnaire with the 
number of respondents are 20 people. Selected respondents are 
visitors of with the minimum level of education are undergoing 
a college undergraduate. Here are the results of the evaluation 
of website: 
1. The clarity of menu navigation in the process of 
finding information 
As many as 95% of all respondents answered clearly and 
very easy to understand. It can be concluded that the majority 
of users are easily understand the use of navigation menu to 
obtain the information needed. It is influenced by the content in 
the website which is updated regularly by the staff of . Content 
that is up-to-date will attract the visitors of website, in 
contrast if the content is not up-to-date then the visitors will get 
bored and not interested in visiting MBM website again. staff 
can perform updates on Updatenews, Articles, and events on a 
regular basis, information of new facilities, and the addition of 
the collection database if there is a new collection. 
2. Design of an attractive layout 
From the results of the questionnaire are given 95% very 
fond like layout that has been developed. Development of 
website that uses a slideshow in the home page, social media 
connect, the activities of the members, and multimedia mix 
which had a positive impact on the attractiveness of home 
page's layout. The use of slideshow on the home can provide 
the most interesting pieces of information from the website of 
so as to save space on the home page and give encouraging 
users to get more information. Social Media connect also 
makes it easy for prospective members of website to register 
on the website of and both prospective members and members 
can find out who the new members who joined, who is the 
most active access and other activities undertaken by members. 
In addition with the mix of text, images, audio and video also 
beautifY and enrich the information published by the staff and 
members of the Bank Mandiri Museum. 
3. Attractiveness of the existing footage on the Home 
page 
As many as 85% of respondents stated that the main page 
excerpts is interesting and very attractive. One of the factors 
that affect interest prospective member or members to re-visit 
the website of is the currency of the information contained on 
the website of . Therefore, staff and members of can use the 
website to deliver the latest news, articles, information 
activities organized by , and information on facilities and the 
latest collections on a regular basis. 
4. Ease of MBM location search using Google Maps 
As many as 90% of respondents stated that the use of 
Google Maps features help in finding the location of the Bank 
Mandiri Museum. The development of mobile technology 
contributes significantly to the tourists in search for the 
destination location you want to visit. Looking at these 
developments, website has a feature that has been integrated 
with the Google Maps so that the tourists who want to visit the 
Bank Mandiri Museum can learn the route to reach the location 
of the Bank Mandiri Museum. 
5. The attractiveness of the slider on the homepage 
70% of respondents were involved in this study said that 
the slider on the main page is interesting because it can 
determine what is new in the website of . But 30% of 
respondents answered the slider on the website is currently not 
attractive because only images are displayed so it needs to be 
added description under the photo for the upcoming 
development. 
6. Registration and Login with the Social Media 
Connect 
90% of respondents replied that the function of Social 
Media connect assist in the registration process and log in on 
the website of because the candidates already have an account 
on social media does not need to bother to fill the data 
themselves and confirmation via e-mail. 
7. Features mini Social Media 
75% of respondents stated that interested in the mini Social 
Media provided by website but there are 25% of respondents 
stated that the using Facebook and Twitter to interact with the 
user. It is influenced by a member who is still few and limited 
features provided when compared with the Facebook and 
Twitter. 
8. Placement of Facebook and Twitter in the footer and 
sidebar 
90% of respondents answered placement was appropriate 
for likebox Facebook and Twitter in the sidebar, and thumbs 
for links to Twitter and Facebook Museum of the Bank in the 
footer. It can be concluded that the placement is good enough. 
9. Speed for opening the page 
As many as 50% of users answered slowly, and 10% 
responded very slow. A very large percentage of respondents in 
answering the slow loading page indicates poor server hosting. 
Suggestions for Bank Mandiri Museum, when the lease term 
expires soon replace the provider hosting server. 
10. Determination of image resolution 
74% of respondents stated that image resolution used in the 
website is good. It is influenced by the resolution of a website 
designed that is more responsive because the web resolution is 
adjustable with the screen resolution of the user's browser, 
whether the user is browsing using a mobile phone or tablet pc. 
With a screen resolution that is responsive, the user will not 
face the hassle in moving the scroll to the right and to the left. 
Pictures and videos will also be adjusting with the technology 
used. 
1 1. Embed the video with Y outube 
As many as 80% of respondents answered that em bedding 
video with YouTube is interesting. is advisable to create an 
account on Youtube and upload videos via youtube and 
connect with the website. With YouTube embedding, there is 
also has the advantage that its buffering time will be faster than 
the access speed to the website server of . 
12. Display responsive help when surfmg the website 
65% of respondents answered that display responsive assist 
in the surf on the website of the Bank Mandiri Museum. It can 
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also help the user when access with the mobile devices so that 
users no longer need to move the cursor to the right and to the 
left. 
13. Physically interest to visit the museum after visiting 
the website 
85% of respondents said the desire to visit the website and 
the Bank Mandiri Museum in the future, especially if there is 
an interesting event. Therefore, it is strongly recommended for 
the management of constantly updating information about the 
event to be dating and coverage of events that have to be made 
when an event and sending newsletters to subscribers. 
v. CONCLUSION 
After implementing and evaluating models of edutainment 
e-marketing at , it can be concluded that: 
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1. Application of edutainment e-marketing models at the 
Bank Mandiri Museum is able to support the 
promotion of the event organized by both and 
communities. 
2. The need for information for visitors and prospective 
visitor met with features that already exist. 
3. The results of the evaluation model of e-marketing 
edutainment positive contribution to the quality of 
websites that have been developed and implemented. 
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